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Abstract
Self-excited oscillations of an elastically-mounted cylinder in, a steady flow are
characterized for the case where the system has a very low mass-damping ratio and
oscillations can occur in both the transverse and in-line directions.
An analysis of the free vibration involves an energy method. Corresponding
experiinents include determination of the natural frequencies and damping ratios for both
the in-line and transverse motions ofthe cylinder.
A laser sensing system was designed in order to provide non-contact measurement
of the two..dimensional motion of the cylinder. It involves two separate sensors. Taken
together, they provide high-resolution outputs in the time domain of the in-line and
transverse components of the cylinder motion. In turn, spectral analysis is performed in
order to determine the predominant spectral component in the frequency domain.
The response of the cylinder system in steady flow is examined over a wide range
of reduced velocity. Based on time traces and spectra of the in-line and transverse
co~onents ofthe cylinder motion, the overall response characteristics are.,classified into
basic ~es, which exhibit low amplitude response, modulated amplitude and nearly
uniform amplitude for vibrations in the transverse direction. Furthermore, obserVations of
the in-line motion suggest that it is much smaller than the transverse motion of the
cylinder.
1
1 INTRODUCTION.
The study of fluid-structure interactions has received significant attention in the
l~t decades. An understanding of the dynamic response of flow-induced vibrations of
structures requires consideration of practical issues such as natural frequency, resonant
amplitude response, and fatigue analysis. Previous experimental analyses regarding the
one-dimensional yortex-induced vibration of structural elements have· been presented by
Khalak and· Williamson (1996, 1997, 1999), Govardhan· and Williamson (1998),
Vikestad, Vandiver and Larsen (2000) where an elastically-mounted cylinder was used
with very low values of mass ratio m* and damping ratio C;. Zhou & So and Lam (1999)
presented a simulation of the two-dimensional vortex-induced vibration under
unidirectional flow conditions. Downes and Rockwell (1998) addressed the two-
dimensional vibration ofa cylinder in a wave~
In spite of the research done in the field of vortex-induced vibrations, reliable
vibration measurements have not been done for the two-dimensional case. The scope of
the present study is to determine the dynamic response ofthe elastically mounted cylinder
in a two-dimensional domain, while maintaining low mass-damping ratio m*C;. To
accomplish this, air-bearing technology is used to allow planar motion of a cylinder with
very low-viscous damping.
The present manuscript contains five chapters. Chapter 2 presents a theoretical
analysis of the cylinder dynamics for rigid-body motion conditions. Details of the
2
theoretical deterinination of the natural frequency are given as 'a function of the physical
setup of the model such as natural length Lo of the spring, spring length L at the
equilibrium position, elastic constant k of the spring, and the dry mass of the cylinder. It
is shown that the in-flow and cross-flow natural frequencies are independent, but depend
on the location of each end-point of the spring.
Chapter 3 presents the" implementation of the high-resolution position sensing
technique. In the same section, mass ratio and damping ratio values are obtained using
classical vibration theory.
Chapter 4 presents experimental results, where the aim was to obtain the response
at discrete values of reduced velocity if, while conclusions are given in chapter 5.
Similar to Khalak and Williamson (1996), a group of dimensional and non-
dimensional parameters is used in the present work. Since the added mass and critical
damping in water change significantly with the speed (Vikestad, Vandiver & 'larsen,
2000) when the experiment is performed in water, the damping ratio is computed from the
free-vibrati6n in air so that the added mass rnA ~o, m* =3.38, (air =0.0044, giving a
combined mass-damping parameter rn·(air = 0.0148. In water, the potential 'added mass
rnA = CArnd where rn d is the displaced fluid mass and CAis the potential mass coefficient
(CA ~ 1 for circular cylinders). The damping ratio is (water = 0.02329 and the co~bined
mass-damping parameter in water rn *(water = 0.07872.
3
INTRODUCTION
Symbol Dimensionless Group Value
Mass Ratio' * 4m 3.38m
1rpD2L
Damping Ratio , Ceq 0.004488 in air
2~meq +mA)keq 0.02329 in water
Frequency Ratio i*
.L
iN
Reynolds Number Re pUD
v
Cylinder Diameter D 19.05 mm
Immersed length of the L 508mm
cylinder
Cylinder mass m 0,490Kg
Table 1 Non-dimensional groups and parameters
4
2 BASIC CONCEPTS AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
This chapter explains the necessary concepts to study vortex-induced vibrations.
Important non-dimensional parameters such as mass ratio, damping ratio, and frequency
ratio are obtained. Additional concepts necessary for the dynamical analysis of the
cylinder such as ·equilibrium position criteria, true stiffuess, and natural frequency are
presented in detail.
2.1 Parameter definitions and concepts
The vibration amplitude and resonant peak ·characteristics may be obtained from
.. the values ofthe following non-dimensional parameters:
The mass ratio m· is defined as the ratio of the mass of the moving body m to the
mass of the displaced water when the cylinder is inimersed in the water md • In other
words:.
m
m =-.
(2.1)
For the present stUdy, the·damping ratio sis considered the ratio of the structural
damping to the critical damping.
(2.2)
The exponential decay abetween two periodic samples x(t) and x(t+T) with
period T (Thomson, 1972).
" :...
"5
0" - In[ X(t)] 0" _ lln[ x(t) ]
- x(t +T} or - ;; x(t +nT)
BASIC CONCEPTS
(2.3)
The frequency ratio is the ratio of. the vibration frequency I to the natural
frequency to the natural frequency in water IN'
\
(2.4)
Finally, the reduced velocity or the velocity ratio U· is defined as:
. (2.5)
2.2 Equilibrium position criteria
According to Liapunov's theorem, the equilibrium position of a system exists at
the minimum point of its potential energy. This concept is helpful to identify the
equi~ibrium point of the cylinder since the oscillation needs a frame of reference. The
potential energy function for the symmetric four-spring arrailgement (shown in Figure )
2-2) is given below. Note that the minimum of the function is at the point (x=O,y=O), and
thus, this is the equilibrium position of the system.
6
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l.B
1.75
1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55
·1
-O.B
-0.6
-0.4
-0,2
'0
Y 0.2
0.4
0.6
O.B
Figure 2-1 Potential. energy for four-spring arrangement.
2.3 Theoretical determination of natural frequency
This section describe~ a theoretical analysis, for determi.nationof the natural
frequencies of a system. It represents the physical model for. the experiment of the next .
chapter.
.An analysis of the natural frequency provides information tp.at is helpful not only
to prevent an undesired response of the system, but also to set the experiment parameters..
at some required value.
The present section shows a n~tural frequency analysis where the adjustable
parameter is the equivalent spring stiffuess in each direction x and y. Figure 2-2 shows a
schematic of the physical model.
7
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y
x
Pfi .
Figure 2-2 Spring system arrangement
'Where:
do is the distance from the center ofthe cylinder to where the spring is attached.
Lo.is the free length ofthe spring. ,-
0; is the.initicil static deflection ofthe ith 9pring at the equilibrium position.
Pm; is the moving end ofthe ith spring.
P]; is the fixed end ofthe ith sprin~.
8
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For free vibration, the equations ofmotion can be found using the energy method,
which is baSed on both the potential energy V and the kinetic energy T ofthe system. The
corresponding'expressions for V and T are given by:
4 1
V = L -k; *(Lo-1(Pm; -pJ;)I)
. ;=1 2 .
Where:
Bxa(t) is the velocity of the cylinder along thex-axis
t .
By(t), is the velocity ofthe cylinder along the y-axis
.& . .',
m is the total mass ofthe moving body, and;
. k j is the stiffness of the ith spring.
(2.6)
(2.7)
It is evident that the potential energy is a nonlinear function. Nevertheless, the
linearized version of the potential energy shows satisfactory results for values ofx(t) and
y(t) even near one cylinder diameter, which is the range of interest of the present study.
Thus, the resulting equations of motion, expressed in matrix Jonn, have the following
. structure:
Where:
B2x(t)
Bt 2
B2y(t)
Bt 2
+[Keq~ ~eqxy][x(t)] = 0, or: Sf B2
2
x+ Kx = 0
Keqyx n.eqyy yet) ?t
9
(2.8)
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Keqy is the equivalent stiffness in the i-direction, due to the movement of the
cylinder along the j-axis.
Ai is the mass matrix.
K is the stiffness matrix.
xis the state-vector [xC!) . y(t)Y
The solution of this system ~f statica~ly coupled equations can be obtained by
. A.
considering a new reference coordinate system Q (with axis qj and·q2), which is rotated
with respect to' the original coordinate· system. This is the well-known eigenvector
solution for multi-degree ofsystems. Doing so, the decoupled system of equations yield:
(2..9)
. (2.10)
(2.11)
Qis the modal matrix resulting from the corresponding eigenvectors; and,
q are the eigendirections.
The above system of e'luations has the following solution:
AI COS(~+ tp,)
A, COS(~~ I+tp,)
10
(2.12)
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Finally, the solution for the free-vibration problem is obtained by substituting this
result in equation (2.10) to obtain:
[X(t)] = [qUyet) q21
(2.13)
These results show that when the eigenvector matrix Q is not diagonal (when
1
j static coupling is present) the solution is the sum of two periodic functions of different
frequency.
2.4 Damped response and forced system
When there exists periodic forcing function acting in each direction, the resulting
equations ofmotion for x(t) and y(t) have the following structure:
mx + Cxx + Keqxx = FxCos(Ql)
my + CyY + Keqyy = FyCos(Qi)
Where:
m is the mass of the moving body.
Cx is the damping coefficient in the x direction.
Cy is the damping coefficient in the y direction.
Keqx is the equivalent stiffness in the x direction.
.'
Keqy is the equivalent stiffness in the y direction.
(2.14)
(2.15)
For the present'experiment, the spring constant is the same for all the sp~ngs, and
therefore:
11
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(2.16)"
Also, ,the experimental device is designed so that the initial stretching of the
; .
spring #3 can be adjusted in order to correct the mean drag. Th~n it can be assumed that:
Where:
Keq~ =2k (Lo + 281)
~o +81 .
Keq. = k (2L02 + 3Lo(81 +83 ) + 48183 )
Y (Lo+81)(Lo+ 83) .
As a result, the natural frequencies for x(t) and y(t) yield:
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
is the natural frequency ratio. Similarly, the natural frequency for the transverse
vibration is given by:
Where:
(2.22)
(2L02 +3Lo(01 +83 )+4°\°3 )
(Lo + 01)(Lo + 03)
12
(2.23)
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futeresting is how the natural frequency in the streamwise direction does not
depend on 03 and how it is a simpler expression that the cross-flow' frequency.
Considering an original length ofthe spring ofL0=2.5 inches, the natural frequency in the
streamwise' direction changes as a function of the initial deflection of the springs as
shown in Figure 2-3.
mJ¥ 1.75r k
1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55
1.5
1.45
o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3
Figure 2-3 Variation of the natural frequencyratio for in-line vibration as a fpnction of.
initial deflection of springs
Note, Jor example, that for 0\ =3, ~e streamwise natural frequency is
..~ '~approximately W x =1.75 - and not (j)x = -.
. m·· m \
Similarly, the two-parameter dependent roy is shown below. From the two figures
it can be concluded that· the·ri.atural frequencywy is less sensitive to large values of initial
deflection 'of the springs. If the' system is operated in the region of high stability, the
. ~
uncertaintydue to natural frequency will be reduced.
13
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RoOJ -Y k
1.75· .
1.1' .
1~65 .
1.6 .
1.55.
1.5· :
1.45 .
4
Figure 2-4. Variation of the natural frequency ratio for transverse vibration as a
function of. initial deflection of springs
2.5 Unresolved issues and objectives of present study
The objective of the present study is to characterize the vortex-induced vibration
of the cylinder under unidirectional flow conditions, with particular interest in the
vibration modes correspondIng to rigid body motion.
Even though the one-dimensional flow-induced vibration of structural elements
supported by ·elaStic· foundations has been detennined by the referred authors, more·
. ,
insight is necessary to describe the response of the two-dimensional case with
. measurement instruments ofhigh accuracy. The present wo!k is dedicated to O?taining an
accurate· response, which will provide reliable information on the system response
including peak: amplitudes, and spectral analysis.
14
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~.
In order to obtain the properties of the response at resonance, values ofmass ratio
and damping. ratio are kept low. For this reason, the author considered it good practice not
to introduce any additional weight to the experimental apparatus. Non-contact laser
sensors were used. They eliminate the need for electrical connections to the cylinder that
eventually could act as springs, thereby introducing undesired forces.
As far as the unresolved issues are concerned, the author considers that further
research regarding deformation modes of· the structural element, i.e. the cylinder, is
necessary'since they contribute to the body forces acting on this element. Even though the
strain energy resulting from the deformation of the cylinder might be small·compared to
the energy from rigid body motion, taking this into account may contribute to make a
better estimate ofthe total body forces acting on the cylinder.
15
3 EXPERIMENTAL, SYSTEMAND'TECHNIQUES
The experiments were perfonned in a water channel ofunidirectional flow having
a height of 610 mm and a width of 927 mm. The experimental system consisted of a
vertical cylinder mounted on an air bearing, and centered by four springs, which allowed
the cylind~r to vibrate in the XY plane shown in Figure 2-2. The depth of the water was
maintained con~tant at a value of 559 rom. The length of the cylinder submerged in the
water was 508 rom. Class IT laser sensors are employed to obtain the cylinder
instantaneous displacement.
3.1 ,Position seD;sing technique
In order to Undertake a vibration analysis for each experiment, a direct, non-
contact position measurement technique was, implemented. It was based on high-
resolution laser sensors (See Appendix A for specification of the laser sensor). As
illustrated in the figure below, the laser beam is transmitted perpendicular to the surface
of the top plate attached to the cylinder, and further, the refracted light in, the direction
parallel'to the plane of ,motion provides a voltage signal, which is proportional to the
distance from the laser sensor to the object. Th~ cylinder is attached to a large diameter
plate constrained to move in the XY plane 'by the action of an air bearing. While
. . . i
preventing' the ,motion in the Z direction, the air bearing allows a low friction motion XY
plane leading to a low damping ratio sin air. The actual value of Sair=0.0044, and the
procedure employedto obtain it, is explained later in this work.
, '
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Top Plate
Laser Beam
Laser Sensor
Adjustable Sensor Base
Cylinder
Figure 3-1 Configuration of laser sensors
,
) .
The sensing. capability of this sensor ranges from a minimum of75 mm up to a
maximum of 125 rom, resulting into an effective sensing window of 50 rom. The design
of the exp~rimental arrangement is such that the sensor signals resulting from the motion
of the cylinder never reach the limits oftheir corresponding sensing window.
3.2 Geometric parameters for position sensing
For the implem~nted position sensing tec~que, the parameters indicated in
Figure 3-2 are needed. At any instant, points A and B along the circle. of radius R are
known.
17
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F'gure 3-, Configuration of laser sensors
The sensing capability of thIs sensor ranges ij'om a minimum of 75 mm up to a
ma.\imUm or 125 mill. resulting into an clTeetive sensing \\lIldow of 50 mm The desJ.gn
l,f thc e\pcrimcntal arrangement is such that thc sensor signals rcsulting from the mOllon
() r the imier ne\er reach the Iimas 0 ftheir corresponding sensing \VlIldow.
3.2 Geometric parameters for position sensing
For the implemented posItion sensing tcchnique. the parameters indicated in
Figure 3-2 arc needed. At anv instant. points A and B along the circle of radius Rare
known.
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Figure 3-2 Positioning of laser sensors '
Where:
Xmax'and Ymax ,are the corresponding' distances from the beain source to the
center of the cylinder at stationary ,position, measured along the X and Y axes
respectively.
R is the radius of the plate.
'XA and YBare the actual sensed distances along the corresponding axis.
. '
XB and YA are the calculated offset of the sensors relative to the center of-the
cylinder.
,
Note that only the values of XA and YB change when the cylinder is displac~d.
since the sensors are fixed to the XY coordinate system. Thus, these values are constant
, '
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during the exp.eriment. The proc~dure to obtain the values of these constant parameters is
explained next.
To obtain the parameter Xmax, the sensor, whose beam is parallel to the X-
direction, is displaced back and forth in the directionperpendicular to its beam, while the
plate is kept at the equilibrium position. The sensor base (see Fimrre 3-1) is designed so
that only one degree of freedom exists. This prevents rotation or displacement in any
other direction, which would lead to an incorrect data acqUisition. The minimum v<?lt3:ge
signal resulting from this displ~cement ofthe sensor is when the laser beam is aligned
with the 'center of the plate in th~ X direction. Since the radius of the top plate is known,.
the'distance Xmax can be found by adding these two quantities. A similar proc~dure is
performed to obtain the Ymax parameter.
/
Once Xmax and Ymax have been found,the sensor base is clampedto ensure that
.the sensor will have a fixed position. A new set ofdata is taken at this point in order to
find the parameters YA and XB with.~e cylinder at· its equilibrium position. The
correspoIuiing acquired signals are shown below. Note that the signals are not constant,
but have a very small variation and thus the mean value can be used as the characteristic
distance.
At thispoint, the only unknown parameters are XA and YE. The value of these
.. parameters is obtained considering the geometry of the top plate. Let us assume that PI
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(X], y]) is the point where the horizontal hlser be~ hits the top plate and, similarly P2
(X2,y2J ~or the verticaUaser beam. Thus:
Xl =Xmax,-XA
, I 2 2
YI = _'V R -Xl
Y2 =Ymax -YB
X 2~4R2 - Y2 2
3.3 Position sensingalgorithm
,(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
Knowing the location of the sensors relative to the center of the cylinder, the
J'
instanta]1eous' position of the cylinder c(h; k) can be obtained since ,the location of the
" . .
sensors-providesthenecessarygeQzrtetric constniints. At the instantaneous position c(h, k)
.' . - '," " . ,
there _exist two ¢terceptitm points defined as the locationwhere the laser beam intercepts
the plate. A.t these points, a voltage signal from each,sensor, namely SX>' Sy, is associated
,with eacg,coordinate. This signal is proportionaloto the laser-beam length,. and because of
,the curvature of the plate; by themselves they d() not represent the true positi6n of the
I • .
cylinder. Instead, it is necessary to decouple the signals to obtain the true position using
the location ofthe sensors as geometric constraints.
To. keep a similar nomenclature' as in Figure 3-2, the distance at which the beam
intercepts the plate is determin.ed by:
(3.5)
, (3.6)
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Where c1 and C2 are· the proportionality constants of the laser sensors to convert
from voltage signal to distance (in millimeters).
The interception points, pit, pi2, can be known using the fact that the, locations
ofthe sensors remain constant. Thus,
pit = (XMAX_X~'YA)
pi2 =(XB'Y~_Y~)
(3.7)
(3.8)
Since the interceptionpoints are over the lateral surface plate, then combining the
two interception points and-the radius Ryield:
[pil.(x)-hy+[pit(y)-k]2 =R2
[pi2(X)-h]2 +[pi2(y):-k]2 =R2
:/
(3.9) .
(3.10)
The instantarieous position ofthe cylinder c(h, k) can be obtained as it follows: .
Where:
(3.11)
(3.12)
S2 =pit(X)~pi2(X)
83 =pit(y)+ pi2(y)
84 ::pit(y)_pi2(y)
8
5
=·pit(x) 2 + pit(y)2 _.R2
86 = pit (x) 2 +pit.(y)2 _ p i2(X)2 _ pi2(y)2
21
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
.(3.16)
(3.17)
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4.1 Determination of the system parameters
It is important to determine, the intrinsic parameters of the system, such as the
natural frequency m aIr, the natural frequency in water, and the mass-dampiilg
coefficient.
4.1.1 Damped natural frequency in air
The value of the natural. frequency in air is detennined experimentally from the
.free vibration.of the syst~m in air, meaning that there is not forcing function acting on the
cylinder, other than the viscous damping generated from the cylinder-air interaction.
. Since the natural frequency is an inherent property of the system, the initial
~.> •
conditions of position and velocity are. not cOrrelated with the natural frequency. In the
present study, the cylinder is displaced from t~e equilibnuni position to a distance at
. . . .
. which the vibr~tionamplltude on both' axes is large enoughto yield an expbIlential decay
. . . '. .;,' . . ," ..
ofthe oscillation. In addition, the recorded traces in both directions have to be sufficiently
. . .
. ,
long to allow. the .computation of the' natural' frequency' either by direct cycle time
averaging,' or by means of a frequency spectiuih 'using a Fa~t-FoUrier-TransfClnn
. , ,
algoritln1t (Oppenhehn, 1989). The first method considers the time. difference, ~f two
points in space divided, by ,the n~ber of :cyc1es~ to determine th~ natural frequen~y, .
namely:
22
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Where:
In is the natural frequency
1; is an initial time ~t which an inflection point occurs (peak; valley ofzero ofthe
response).
T2 is the time at which a second inflecti~n point occurs. .
N is the number ofcycles occurred between and ~ and T;.
This algorithm can be effectively applied when there exists only one frequency in
,the response, otherwise,the Fast Fourier Transform algorithinshould be applied since it
considers all the data points of the signal to construct the frequency spectrum, and as a
result, it is a more reliable and general method than the former.
, ,
Considering. the ab~)Ve, the experiment is performed with arbitrary initial
'conditions for position',and with zero initial velocity in both directions. The results for the
in-line vibration' are shoWn in Figure 4-1. Note that the exponential decay is present in
, "
. '
this response" and its' magnitude will" be calculated later in this document. The
. .;. .
, corresponding time re~ponse for'the cross:'flow vibration is sh9WD in Figure 4-2. It has
, ~lsohas an exponential decay..
, .
T~e natural frequency of the system is obtained through the construction of the
spectrum shown in Figure 4-3. The peak of.the' spectrum re;tesents the natural frequency
"
, of the system, and the amplitude and the vertical axis is irrelevant since it orily represents
tlle oscillation amplitude at that specific frequency. For the present system,the value of
23
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the natural frequency is found to be fd[air] = 1.568 Hz for both measurement directions. It
is also remarkable that the in-line natural frequency and the cross-flow natural frequency
are very close to each other, even though the system is two-dimensional With .independent
equivalent stiffuess.
4.1.2 Damped natural frequency in water
Similar to the determination of the natural frequency in air, the patural frequency'
in water is obtained from an experiment carried out in still water where no external force
is acting on the system but the viscous damping. As in the previous case, the initial
conditions are not important. They should, however,' generate a time trace with enough
cycles to compute the damping ratio.
"'-
Figure 4-4 shows the in-line vibration in water, and FigUre 4-5 shows the
corresponding transverse vibration. The .spectrum shows' -a dominant peak at
fd [water] = 1307 Hz for both axes that corresponds' to the damped natural frequency.
Note that vibration response in both ill air.and in water can be compared to the
response of a linear, second order system. It can be described by a single funCtion of the
form:
(4.2)
..
" ,
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. .
This indicates thatthe system is uncoupled both static and dyna,micaIly, Thus,the
. '
co~esponding differential form of (4.5) 'is the general differential equation of motion
given by:
Where:
a=({j)n represents the logarithmic decay.
" (4.3)
in = ~; is the undamped natural frequency.
qj(t) is the i -th state ofthe system (in-floW.direction or cross flow direction).
. , 'c
( is the damping ratio, equivalent to ( = eq , ' •
. 2meq{j)n
. "'. is the undamped circular natural frequency~ given by",. ~ ~ k"l .
, , . . m~
Solving equation (4.3), and comparing the solution with (4.5), the dampIng ratio
, and the dampednatural frequency are given by:
.. (4.4)
(4.5)
. 4.1.3 Determination of the damping ratio
1-: •
Using the information obtained from the free-vibration' experiments, the damping
'. I#- '. ..,
" ratio can be obtained for· each case.
25
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For the air-damped case, and considering the in-flow direction, the time history of
the response is shown ,in Figure 4:-1. The algorithm implemented in th~ present work to
obtain the damping parameter consists oftlie foUow4Ig steps:
1. .Identify the inflexion .,nilinmaand maxima- points of the response.
2. Obtain the absolute value ofthe inflexi~npoints..
3. Perform an exponential fittit)g oftheinflexibn points-in the form of(4.5).
4.,,' TIv"ough·several iterations, change:the number of data points taken for the
previous stepuntil.a high correlation factor R is foUnd.
Table 2 sUmmarizes the parameters necessary to descri~e the _behavior of the
,system.
Case cr=t;CO II COd COn S
Free Vibration on Air. In-Flow 0.04416 9.83946 9.83956 0.004488
Direction .. "
,FreeVibration on Air.•Cross-Flow' '0.04606 9,78291 9.78302 0.004708
Direction'
Free Vibration 4J. Water; In-Flow 0.2487 8.20583 8.20960 0.030293
,Direction
FreeVibration in Water. Cross-Flow 0.2178 8.21212 8.21501 0.026512
. Drrectlon
,
·...i.·
,
, "
Table 2 r'Physical parameters of the' experimental system
r---J
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Figure 4-1 Free vibration in air: In~line vibration
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Figure 4-2 Free vibration in air: Transverse vibration
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Figure 4-4 Free vibration in water: In-line vibration
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Figure 4-5 Free vibration in water: Transverse vibration.
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4.2 Experimental results for cyHnder,in steady flow
Experiments were performed in steady flow, and the time traces ofthe in-line and
transverse amplitudes were obtained. In turn, the corresponding spectra of the in..:line and
transverse displacements were cal9ulated. The values of absolute velocity ranged from
U=69.79 mm/sec to 206.25 mm/sec. The corresponding values of reduced velocity were
u*=2.76 to 8.28. Over this range, oscillations at forty-seven values of U* were examined.
For all experiments, the mass-ratio was m'!'=3.38 and the damping parameter in air was
c;air=0.0044.
:'I'~
4.2.1 Data acquisition system for final experiments
For each experiment,' the acquisition of the time traces involved three important
considerations:
1. 'Pre-~lteringthe analog signal from the,laser sensors using an analog filter with
pass band equal10 0 -10Hz.
2. ' To aVOId anti-aliasing the samp~ing frequency is' F: == 200 Hz, which leads to a
Nyquist frequency of:
. Fs·
Nyq=T=IOOHz
(4.6)
3. The post processing' including digital filtering, position. sensing algorithm, and
spectral analysis are implemented in Matiab running on a Pentium-n° processor at .
.' -. ~
200 MHz.
The results of. forty-seven seven experiments are shown in Appendix B. The
'-norinaliz~lamplihide in both in-flow and cross-flow <:lirection, and their correspondirig
. . .. ..
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frequency spectrum are shown in detail. The nonnalized spectrum is obt~ed·using the
procedure explained by Newman (1993), which allows creating a frequency grid with
enough resolution to distinguish adjacent frequencies while recovering the spectral peaks
with minimall~ss·ofthe spectral power..
r
From the experimental results, several categories can he'made to des~ribe the
response at different regimes of reduced velocity. The following table sUmmarizes the
categories that are identified and indicates its corresponding range ofreduced velocity.
Important are considerations for the spectral. analysis. It was desired to have a .
frequency resolution that allowed distinction between adjacent frequency components,
while providing recovery of the spectral peaks with minimal loss of spectral power. For
I .
the limiting case:of a purely sinusoidal signal, it was essential that the magnitude of the
,spectral peak corresponded to the amplitude of the corresponding time trace.. Basically,
the following considerations, which .are outlined by Newman (1993), were used to
evaluate the spectra.
1. Estimate the frequency range of interest and the crossover frequency.
2. Choose an approximate·sampling interval so that the Nyquist frequency exceeds
at least twice the crossover frequency.
3. Estimate the frequency resolution.
. 4. Calculate the required record~length.
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----- -5: Determine -the number 6f d~ta points-:tha!--must be obtained by sampling each
experiment.
6. Determine the number of adde<;l. zeros needed to increase the length of each record
to the nearest ~ower of2.
4.2.2 Overview of regimes of cylinder response
Consideration of the entire set of experiments, extending over the range of
reduced velocity, from U*~2.76 to 8;28, it is evident that basic regunes of response,
based on the transverse amplitude of the .cylinder motion;-can be identified. It should be
emphasized that this c1afsification-of regimes_does not account for the nature ofthe in-
(- ' .
- line- response and the manner: in which 'it varies with reduced velocity. The following
, "
table ~ummarizes the regunes that have been iden,~fied, -and the corresponding range of
reduced velocity for each regime. -
u· Characteristics
. . .,
Low amplitude regime2.76~U~3.44
3.57~U· ~4.78 _Modulated (beating) regime
. "-
,6.76 ~U·~8.28 Quasi;.unifonn amplitude regime
Table 3 Response regimes for two-dimensional vibrations
4.2.3 Low amplitude regime
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In this initial regiIne, the unsteady displacements of the cylinder are very small,
suggestillg that the corresponding forces oil the cylinder are also small..
At the beginning ofthis regime, the in-line amplitude is larger than the transverse!
aniplitude. This is evident at a value of [;*=3.17 on Figure B-4 shown in Appendix B. .
Note that the time trace x(lj shows a constant bias value. This is· due to a time-averaged
displacement of the cylinder in the in-line, i.e.·x. This mean bias is, of course, due to the
mean drag acting on the cylinder. This mean displacement in the in-flow' direction is -
... .'. '. * ..detectable even at the lowest value of reduced velocIty U =2.76 (FIgure B-1). At the
value of U*=2.90 (Figure B-2); the amplitude of the dominant component for the in-line .
motion is approximately twice of the corresponding peak·forthe transverse motion. At a
higher value of U*=3.30(FigureB-5), the transverse y(t) .amplitude is approximately the
same as the in-line x(t) amplitude. For successively higher values of U*, the transverse.
amplitude mcreases at a faster rate, and eventually it dominates the in-line motion.. This
effect i~ apparent at u*=3.57 (Figure B-7), where the amplitude of the transverse motion.
, '.
.,
is approximately 3% ofthe cylinder diameter.
4.2.4 Modulated (beating) regime
The major feature of this regime, for the transverse motion, is a well-defined
,
, beating effect, which typically involves two peakS in the corresponding spectrum. These
peaks are already evident at the lower boundary of this regime, u*=3.57 (Figure B-7), .
. .
and at a higher value of u*=3.84 (Figure B-9), these pe~ become of nearly equal
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magnitude. For still higher values of U*, the two peaks are not as distiIJ.ctly defined,
. nevertheless, tbeexistence of two or morelocalpeaks.m the spectra represents substantial
amplitude modulation. In fact, this beating or amplitude modulation is detectable in a
somewhatless orgariiz~d fo~ at U*=3.57, and at a higher value of u*=3.84; it startsto
take on a moreeregular pattern. Generally speaking, for higher values of U* extending to .
4.65,th~ amplitude modulation patterns of the time tracey(O are quite repetitive.
Regardingt~e corresPonqing time traces and spectra of the in-line component, a
differenttype of quasi-organized modulation pattern sets in at u*=4.24 andpersists up
through u*=4.78 (Figure B-16). Unlike the correspond~g case of the spectra for the
transverse motion y(f), the spectra for the in-line motion x(f) do hot exhibit a clearly-
defined two- or multiple-peak pattern in the vicinity of the predominant frequency . .
oscillation. Rather, a defined peak at a very low value.offrequency occur~'.
4.2.5 Quasi-uniform amplitude'regime ,
In this regime, the time tra.ce. shows less orgarnzedor minimal amplitude
(
modulation, which is referred to as quasi-unifonn amp.litude. This is evident at values. of
reduced velocity, extending from u*=6.76' to' 8.28. Furthermore, the corresponding
- -.-. .
spectra y(f)/D typically show'a single, sharply-defined peak, which is well above the
background.
Regarding the. response in ~e i-line direction, trace~ of x(t) no longer show
highly o!tered ~att~rns of modulation. as in the aforementioned regime. Examination of
l .
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the corresponding spectra x(j), however, shows that several possibilities can exist. At .
* . . *... ~ ....U..=5.32; broadly-defined multiple peaks occur; at U =5.19 (Figure B"'19), sharply"'
defined multiple peaks are also present. At still higher vIDues· ·of .u*, various
combinations of broadly and sharply-defined peaks are apparent. Over· the suffiCiently
high range extending from u*=6.43 througI/ u*=6.58 .(Figures B-30to B-36), it is
possible to detect two peaks, one at the same frequency as the transverse motion and the
other at its first harmonic. Furthermore, in many of these spectra, a detectable low
frequency peak seems to occur.
4.2.6 Amplitude and frequency of cylinder response
Different tepresentations of the characteristic amplitude can be obtained for the
experiments at different·values of reduced velocity, such as the absolute peak amplitude,
the maximum amplitude from the average ofpeak amplitudes, and RMS values.
Absolut~ peak amplit~de .(!.J This is defined as the maximum displacement
D MAX
from the mean displacement of the time trace. In other words: ..
(4.7)
The absolute peak ~plitude is calculated in the same way for the in-line
oscillation. Even though the peak amplitude could be a scatter in the time trace, it cannot
be 1J.eglected~
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(~)..Axfrom average ofamplitude peaks. This value is obtained by averaging .
"
the corresponding peaks' and valleys of the time trace when its mean value has been
removed. For the time trace, there exist n peak values peak; occurring at time t;, and m
valleys valley; occurring at time t j • Then, the peak amplitude from the average of
, amplitude peaks is given by:
, ..
(YJ 1[1 n 1m·· ]- . =- -Ipeak. --Ivalley.
'D avg from average ofamplitude peaks 2 n i=1 1 m,j=1 ) (4.8)
Root-mean square (rins) value (YJ .The rms value of a discrete si~al of N
D rms .
data points sampied every At seconds apart can be computed as:
(4.9)
,When the time trace presents weak modulation so that the spectral power is
concentrated in a single frequency, the rms value can be calculated by:
,(YJ. = O.7071.(!.J
D rms D avg (4.10)
With these expressions, the plots shown in Appendix C describe the behavior of
the peak amplitude at different values ofreduced velocity.
. Figure' C-l shows representations of the transverse amplitude of vibration Y/D as
a, ftu1ction of ~educed velocity U*. These amplituqes are .according to the definitions
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.
given above. In addition, peaks of the spectra are also represented. Furthermore, also
included are the one-dimensional data of Khalak and Williamson (1996), for a. value of
m*=2.4 and a value ofmass-damping m*t;=O.013. All of the data in Figure C~1 is plotted'
in various combinations in Figures C-2 and C-3 in order to' allow a more effective
J .
companson.
Figure C-2 directly compar~s· the present data for the two-degree of freedom'
systems with the data obtained from a one-degree of freedom system at somewhat
different values of m*=2.4 and m*t;=O.013. The overall trend of the data is remarkably
similar. Substantial deviations occur, however, near the 'onset of significant amplitudes
. '. '
Y/D. A further point of observation is that the amplitUdes obtained from an averaging
process are significantly lower than t~e peak amplitude, which appears in the time trace.
The root-mean-square amplitude YID~ is remarkably similar, irrespective of whether it
is calculated directl¥ or from the average ofthe amplitude' peaks.
For reference, figure C-4 shows the pe3k alnplitude obtained from the frequency
. .
spectrum computed with 1024·and 2048 data P9ints..Also deviations occur for values of
U*>5.15. Therefore, the peak value from the frequency spectrum determines the
dominant frequency, but by itself does nofprovide sufficient information to determine the'
magnitude of the peak amplitude. Figure C-5 shows the frequency of oscillation
normalized by the resmiance frequency in water fwater = 1.31 Hz as a function ofreduced
velocity U*. It is evident that no so-called locked-on plateaus oC9ur. Note that indeed the
range from u*=5.73 to u*=6.5· presents a vibration frequency close to the natural
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frequency in' water, and therefore, it is in this range where the maximum absolute peak is,
expected to appear.
Regarding the oscillation amplitude in the in-line direction, designated by XID, it
is shown as a function of u* in Figure C-6. The plot ofFigure C-6 shows the same data,
but with the peaks determined from spectra omitted. Particularly remarkable is the fact
that large instantaneous, spike-like' excursions are evident in the time trace, as represented
by the data points corresponding to (XID)max and '(XID)nns' These excursions can give
amplitudes as high as O.187D. On the other hand, if averaged representations of the
amplitude are considered, then maximum values of the order of O.0369D are obtained.
Furthe~ore, significant values of X/D are obtained only for sufficiently high values of
U*, i.e. for U* ~5.19.
Figure C-8 shows the peak amplitude obtained from the frequency spectrum. '
Similar to th~ transverse direction, significant scatter is also present after values of
U*=5.15, and therefore, the peak amplitude from the spectrum identifies ,ijle dominant
frequency.
The corresponding peaks of the oscillation frequency, normalized by the natUral
frequency in ~ater, are shown as a function of U* in Figure C-9.
Comparing the results of the present, experiments versus the one-dimensional case
. performed by Khalak & Williamson (1996) leads'to the conclusion is that there is nota
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significant difference in the absolute peak amplitude, even though deviations occur
J
everywhere but in the resonance range (from U*=5.73 to' U*=6.5).
, , .
4.2.7 Suppression of In-line mean displacement
As described during experiments, the response in the in-flow direction involves,a
mean displacement from the equilibrium position of the cylinder, in addition to the self-
excited vibration. This mean displacement is a function ofthe reduced velocity U*, ~hich
in turn is related to the mean drag.
The presence of large displacements in thein-flow direction will introduce non-
linearities if the linear range of the springs is exceeded. It is likely that such non:-linearity
will not be uniform in all four springs, therefore, they will have different natural lengths
and consequently, the natural frequency in the in-flow and/or in the cross-flow direction
will change according to the explanation given in chapter 2.
Experiments were conducted at selected values of reduced velocity, whereby the
mean displacement in the in-flow displacement was compensated'to zero by adjustment
of the horizontal-left spring in Figure 2-2. At this point, an important remark is that the
mero: displacement relative to the new equilibrium position, of the cylinder is not
eliminated, but with the center of the oscillation aligned with the remaining springs the
uncertainty due to sprlllg non-linearities is avoided.
The Appendix D shows the results for U*=4.11, U*=5.~9, andU*=6.62. Figure
D-l shows the cas~ for U*=4.11. Strong modulation in both in-line and transverse
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vibrations occurs similar to the original case without suppression of the mean
displacement, and in fact, the peak amplitude is similar'in both cases.
Figure D-2 shows the case for a value of reduced velocity·. U*=S.l9. Fot
maximum transverse amplitude, there does not exist significant difference from the
uncompensated case. This fact is proven by analyzing the frequency spectrum, which
shows similar characteristics in both directions, particularly the two peak frequencies for
the in-line vibration in the range from 1.5 Hz and 2 Hz.
Similarly, figure D-3 shows the case for U*=6.62. Also for this case, the
frequency spectrum is very similar in both directions, even though the peaks have
different magnitudes, especially in the peak near 3 Hz for the in-line vibration. In order to
make such differences in amplitude more visible, in figure D-4 a superimposed graph of
the results of these three experiments versus the original set of experiments is presented,
.and from where it is concluded that correcting the mean displacement in the in-line
direction does not have a strong influence in the peak amplitude in the transverse
vibration.
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-
,I· ,
This'~ fuvestigation has focused on assessment of the free vibration response
characteristics of an elastically-mounted cylinder with a low mass-damping ratio. The
cylinder system is free to oscillate in any direction over a two-dimensional plane, with an
effectively uniform stiffness about the circumference of the cylinder. These
characteristics are obtained using a custom-designed air be.aring arrangement and a
symmetrical arrangement ofsprings. It is demonstrated that highly repeatable, and closely
similar, natural frequencie.s and damping ratios are obtain~d for free-vibration in the in-
line and transv~rse' directions, both in air and in water.
In order to determine the time-dependent variation of the in-line and transverse
displacements of the cylinder, it was necessary to design a non-contact sensing system,
which. provided adequate· temporal resolution of the time-dependent displacement signals,
thereby allowing an adequately resolved spectral analysis. This is achieved by using two
laser sensors. Equations are derived to relate the time-dependent output of the sensors to
the actual in-line and transverse displacements of the cylinder. Furthermore, issues of
signal processing, including appropriate frequency resolution and filtering techniques are
also 'addressed.
The response of the elastically-mounted- cylinder in a steady flow shows several
basic regimes of response, which indicate varying degrees of~plitudemodulation ofthe
in-line and/or the transverse compone~t of the cylinder motion. Prior to the onset of the
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peak value of the transverse displacement amplitude, severely modulated signals of the
transverse displacement are evident. Furthermore, modulation of a different type, but of
equal severity, occurs for the in-line component. When the magnitude of the transverse
displacement and amplitude becomes large, its peak value corresponds to the vortex
shedding frequency. On the other hand, two peaks are evident for the in-line motion, one
corresponding to the vortex shedding frequency and the other to twice this frequency. The
peak amplitudes of the in-line motion are, however, at most a few percent of the
transverse amplitude.
It is recommended further research on identification of the lift and drag forces
acting on the cylinder in relation to the two-dimensional cylindermotion.
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Appendix A: Specification oflaser sensors
The manufacturer of the laser sensors provides the following information (Banner
Engineering Inc, 2000).
Manufacturer Banner Engineering Corp.
Sensor Model LGIO
Light Source Class IT Laser
Technology LaserlPSD triangulation
Operating Temperature _10° to +50°C
Analog Output Oto 10Vdc
Response Speed 1ms, 10 IDS, or 100 ms
Analog Resolution at 125mm 10 /-lm at 100 ms
50 /-lm at 10 ms
100 fJlll at 1 IDS
Temperature Effect <25/-lm/°C
47
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Figure 8-36 Time traces and spectra of transverse and in-line oscillations. U·=6.62 , m·=3.38, m·'s=O.0148
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Figure 8-44 Time traces and spectra of transverse and in-line oscillations, U'=7.75, m'=3,38, m"t;=O.0148
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Figure D-4 Effect of mean displacement suppression in the transverse amplitude
AppendixE: Theoretical analysis oftheforced vibration
Using the energy method described in section 2, the equations of motion for the
cylinder corresponding to the forced system with damping can be obtained in following
fonn:
(E.l)
The above equation represents a non-coupled system, which means that the
response of one component do not have a direct influence on the other. The state-vector
[q]{t), Q2(ljY is the displacement along the eigenvectors resulting from the solution of
(E.l). This state-vector is related to the original coordinate system by the following
expression:
[X(t)] =[c~sa -sina].[ql (t)]y(t) sma cosa q2 (t) (E.2)
where a. is the counterclockwise angle of the coordinate system formed with [ql(t), ~(t)]
to the· original coordinate system [x(lj,y(lj]. Furthennore, the forces harmonic
directions respectively.
While the orientation of the spring array (the rotation along the vertical axis ofthe
cylinder) relative to the flow direction does not change the natural frequency of the
system, it might, in fact, produce a different response under same flow conditions.
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For the case where the natural frequency in both directions is the same, the
eigendirections correspond to the reference frame [x(t), y(~], and therefore, 0.=00 • A
simulation with selected parameters is giving in Figure E-l and E-2.
If the orientation of the spring array is 8 degrees, but the system is still diagonal,
as in equation (E.1), then only dynamic (forcing) coupling exist, and the corresponding
equations ofmotion are similar to (E.l):
+[OJ
on
/ 0 ][ql (t)] _[~' (t)]
OJny
2
q2 (t) - F
2
' (t)
(E.3)
[~:(t)] = [CO.SB SinB][~(t)]F
2
(t) -smB cosB F2 (t) (E.4)
which represents the equivalent forces acting the directions ql(~ and Q2(O respectively.
The simulation for the case when 8=450 , and the natural frequencies are the same, is
shown in figures E-3 and E-4. Note that the response is exactly the same as in the
previous case where 8=00 , since the influence coefficients are the same.
A significantly different result is obtained when the system has different natural
frequencies in each direction. Figures E-5 arid E-6 show the simulation for the case 8=00 ,
,
OJny = L1OJIU" Similarly, figures E-7 and E-8 show the simulation for 8=450 with the same
natural frequency criteria.
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Therefore, the response of the system remains the same UIlder the same flow
conditions regardless of the orientation of the spring array if the natural frequencies in
both directions are the same due to the symmetry of the equations. When the natural
frequencies are not equal, a non-symmetric set ofdifferential equations is obtained, which
under any kind ofcoupling (static or dynamic), will produce a different response.
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Figure 6-1 Theoretical in-line vibration. Orientation 8=0 0 (aJnx=OJny=9.8S22, s=0.0044,
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Figure 6-2 Theoretical cross-flow vibration. Orientation 8=00 (OJnx=OJny=9.8S22,
S=O.0044. Fx=O.OS, Fy=f.S·Fx•01=0.98OJnx, O2=1.5 ( 1)
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